
Product Information

Resin sleeves are the effective way to create a fixing 
where there is a hollow void, such as for perforated
bricks and blocks, or a more porous material for
example blockwork. 

Resin is injected to fill the volume of the sleeve, and
then forced through the fine perforations once the
metal fixing rod is inserted. 

This distributes the resin material into the fixing
cavity, forming a solid joint between the resin, the
sleeve and the fixing.  

After the drilling and hole cleaning process, 
insert the nylon sleeve into the drilling hole, 
closing the lid securely in position. 

Inject chemical anchor resin through the 
sleeve hole, from the bottom withdrawing 
outwards until completely full.

Insert the fixing through the hole in the lid in
a rotating motion to the end of the hole.

The securing cap has the benefit of keeping
the fixing rod at 90 degrees to the substrate.

Also for use with an internal threaded
socket. This is inserted into the sleeve instead
of a fixing rod, thus allowing for a removable
threaded fixing.    

Instructions for use.  

Resin sleeves are the effective way to create a fixing 
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Dint: Inner diameter sleeve
Dd: hole diameter
Db: Rod diameter

Nylon Sleeve Metal Internal Socket Threaded Rod

Code Internal Threaded Socket Sleeve pcs / box / outer
65501 M6 12/50 50 / 1000
65502 M8 16/85 50 / 600
65503 M10 20/85 50 / 400
65504 M12 20/85 50 / 400

Code Sleeve Db (mm) Socket Dd (mm) Dint ml resin pcs / box
65564 12/50 6 - 8 M6 12 10.5 5.0 5000
65580 12/80 6 - 8 - 12 10 7.0 3000
65565 16/85 10 - 12 M8 16 14 13.1 2000
65566 16/130 10 - 12 - 16 14 20.0 1200
65567 20/85 12 - 16 M10 / M12 20 18 21.6 1200

Metal Internal Socket Threaded Rod
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HOLLOW FIXING Perforated Nylon Sleeves


